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status: 23/01/2019 

Version: 6.5.0.301 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-3523: VDP Studio Trial functionality is working again 

- DIRSMILE-3470: Special character “<” was printed as “\” 

 

status: 12/12/2018 

Version: 6.5.0.275 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-2973: Fix for workstation functionality 

Enhancement: 

- DIRSMILE-3255: InDesign 2019 is now compatible with VDP Studio 6.5.0.275 

 

status: 22/08/2018 

Version: 6.5.0.245 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-312: Hide on print layer shows in generated print PDF 

- DIRSMILE-1780: Weird truncation when using InDesign page size as “px” 

- DIRSMILE-2261: Job database with more than 5000 records duplicated output 

 

status: 14/03/2018 

Version: 6.0.0.106 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-843: BatchMode-Accented Characters does not gets displayed properly on the Preview and PDF 

Enhancement: 

- DIRSMILE-1871: Update of ABC PDF Version 

 

status: 13/12/2017 

Version: 6.0.0.101 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-1652: Issue with outputting JLT-Format 
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status: 23/10/2017 

Version: 6.0.0.96 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-1022: Import database error after Windows update 

- DIRSMILE-1027: InDesign 2018 is now compatible with VDP Studio 6.0.0.94 

 

status: 10/10/2017 

Version: 6.0.0.94 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-141: Underlinecolor was not correctly displaying (always black) 

- DIRSMILE-584: PPML Text-Cutoff at bottom or text 

- DIRSMILE-588: Fix for japanese tags 

- DIRSMILE-809: Fix for maximum allowed characters in scripts 

- DIRSMILE-857: Fixed Render Error with big files and impositions (> 1GB) 

 

status: 30/05/2017 

Version: 6.0.0.87 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-419: Crash when it process with specific type of input with DocML where it has Tabulator applied 

- DIRSMILE-456: Double enlarge calculation for Anti-Aliasing for very big text frame which use System-font 

- DIRSMILE-40: InDesign Default Black CMYK Text Color PDF outputs to RGB 

 
Enhancement: 

- Enhanced Logging for the Image Personalization task processing 

 
 

Change: 

- DIRSMILE-80: Variable text Superscript/Subscript support in VDP Studio 

 
status: 23/03/2017 

Version: 6.0.0.77 
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Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-25: Linefeed in the Multi-line text input filed doesn't work with DocML text frame 

- DIRSMILE-183: Generator crash when using Sets in a working directory with "Umlaut" 

 
Enhancement: 

- DIRSMILE-401: DSMG Font name data special characters not rendering with DocML-Output checked 

- DIRSMILE-146: Prefix for different columns 

 
 

Change: 

- DIRSMILE-78: VDP Studio Create DirectSmile Document 1.7 default PDF version for static elements  

- DIRSMILE-250: Removed unsupported Barcode color and format feature from dialog menu 

- DIRSMILE-436: DSMG: Excludes DirectSmile.exe from deployment binary 

 

 
status: 02/03/2017 

Version: 6.0.0.73 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-45: Support EXIF for image file used into VDP document 
- DIRSMILE-228: Font "Deutsche Post Premiumadress" will not appear in PDF 
- DIRSMILE-250: Removed Font and Format tab from Barcode demo window 
-  

 
 

Enhancement: 

- DIRSMILE-232: Multiple tabulator support in one line 
- DIRSMILE-246: Support Adobe InDesign CC2017  

 
 

status: 20/10/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.57 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-210: Post-fix within "DB Assignment" field forced to be applied for old-doc template 
- DIRSMILE-121: Doc-ML text frame with Shrink/Grow option was not stored 
- DIRSMILE-191: Font replaced if underscore in its Font name 
 

Enhancement: 

- DIRSMILE-204: Spot Color for Doc-ML text frame doesn’t applied 
- Allow TLS1.1, TLS 1.2 for Activation Manager 
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Changed: 

- DIRSMILE-204:  
 
Spot Color for Doc-ML text frame which use “_” (underscore) as part of its name was escaped in output, and 
produced “\_” (backslash + underscore).  This is no longer happen with new version. 
For downward compatibility, we don’t change this behavior for standard text frame. But it applied only for 
Doc-ML type text frame. 
 

 
 

status: 09/05/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.52 

 

Enhancement: 

- DIRSMILE-92: Deployment support to specify LOG_PATH and LOG_LEVEL 
 

 Example:  
msiexec -i dsmg.msi LOGLEVEL="verbose" LOGPATH="c:\windows\temp" 

 

Changed: 

- EULA Update 
- DirectSmile Generator.exe.config changed .NetFramework version from 4.0 to 4.5 

 

status: 08/01/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.47 

 

Fixed: 

- DIRSMILE-46: Support .jpeg  format file handling (Only in VDP Document, NOT in DSM-Set)  
- Enhancement: DSMG Activation retry up to 5 times, in case of saving failure of the lic.xml 

 

status: 07/15/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.44 

 

Fixed: 

- Placing Barcode as variable image type activate "HasImagePersonalization" attribute with 1 in its 
DataInterface.xml 

 

status: 07/01/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.43 
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Changes: 

- Output PDF without replacing non embeddable Fonts 
 

status: 05/11/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.41 

 

Fixed: 

- Fixed issue #0006523: "Ausgabe als PDF fur JLT erzwingen" checkbox in the popup when syncing a 
variable 

 

status: 05/10/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.40 

 

Changes: 

- Generator logging with Warning as default, and store daily log file at “.\System\Log\Generator” under your 
current Working directory 

 

status: 05/09/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.39 

 

Features: 

- New Support TLS 1.1 & 1.2 for download image source protocol 
 

Changes 

- Generator always start as Administrator now 
- Font Style nearest match, like InDesign (for non-existing Styles) 

 
*In case the variable text frame contain non-existing style information, then it automatically use nearest 
match for output. 

 
Fixed 

- Fixed issue #0006349: 2byte Support font doesn't work with DocML text frame 
- Fixed issue #0006336: Last letter of variable text always discarded 
- Fixed issue #0006367: Some font was replaced with different style of same font family Repeat output for 

specific records 
 

status: 03/15/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.33 
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Fixed: 

- Fixed a bug that could cause tabulators to disappear in InDesign documents 
 

status: 02/11/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.31 

 

Features: 

- New tabulator alignment 
- Vertical alignment for variable text 
- Automatic insert of prefixes 
- Non-print preview layer 
- Repeat output for specific records 
- Support of PANTONE colours with Lab values. 

 

status: 02/15/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.30 

 

Fixed: 

- Fixed DocML rotation not working 
 

status: 02/08/2016 

Version: 6.0.0.28 

 

Features: 

- Added accessibility of Shrink/Grow when DocML was enabled  
 

status: 11/19/2015 

Version: 5.4.0.18 

 

Fixed: 

- Memory leaking issue of 3rd party component 
 

status: 11/02/2015 

Version: 5.4.0.14 

 

Features: 
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- Support Spot Color which use LAB as its color mode 
 

Fixed: 

- Imposition component issue with DSMI Workflow 
 

status: 10/01/2015 

Version: 5.4.0.6 

 

Features: 

- Support for Adobe CC 2015 
- Support Windows 10 
- Support DSF 
 

Changes: 

- EFI logo 
 

status: 07/15/2014 

Version: 5.1.0.290 

 

Fixed: 

- Fixed a bug in verification of activation keys (ACM result 422)  
 

 

 

status: 07/09/2014 

Version: 5.1.0.287 

 

Fixed: 

- Fixed error during uninstall (Error 1722. There is a problem with this Windows Installer package.) 
status: 07/08/2014 

Version: 5.1.0.286 

 

Features: 

- Support for Adobe CC 2014 
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status: 06/11/2014 

Version: 5.1.0.278 

 

Fixed: 

- Fixed: Can't open InDesign documents created in InDesign CC 9.2 
 
Changes: 

- Add support for all InDesign documents with version no. < 10 
 

status: 10/22/2013 

Version: 5.0.0.268 

 

Fixed: 

- Fixed issue #0004650: Can't open InDesign CC 7.0 documents with InDesign CC version 7.1 
- Fixed: Runtime error 91: Generator crashes on first activation 
- Fixed: Re-activation crashes 

 

status: 09/23/2013 

Version: 5.0.0.265 

 

Features: 

- Support for Adobe CC 
- Support for Windows 8 
 

Changes:  

- Animation optimization and fixed errors when copying key frames 
- Add missing tweening paramters for animation 
- Online Set Plugin changed to .NET Downloader 
 

Fixed: 

- Fixed: Production server crashes if set could not loaded 
- Fixed: Runtime Error 405/440: Generator crashes while opening Online Set dialog 
- Fixed: to open the default InDesign version will fail because the application name is wrong 
- Fixed: dzip Drag&Drop not working anymore 
- Fixed: Can’t open Adobe ID CS3 Documents if only Adobe ID CS6 is installed 
- Fixed: Indesign Bridge disappear after document creation 
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status: 01/08/2013 

Version: 5.0.0.212 ->  5.0.0.208 

 

Please downgrade to version 5.0.0.208 in case you get run time error "Abnormal program termination" 

 

http://www.designer.directsmile.de/DirectSmile_InstallerV5.exe 

 

Please Note:  This version doesn't support Windows 8 yet 

 

Changes:  

- Animation optimization and fixed errors when copying keyframes 
- Add missing tweening paramters for animation 
 

Fixed: 

- Fixed: Removed crash if datainterface contains http links to resources 
- Fixed: Can't create calendar with personalized images with incompatible path name 

 

status: 08/31/2012 

Version: 5.0.0.199 

 

Changes: 

- New download component for http and https 
 

Fixed: 

- Fixed: optimize the VDP start process 
- Fixed: better error reporting for picture in picture sets 
 

status: 08/06/2012 

Version: 5.0.0.187 

 

Features: 

- Support for Adobe InDesign CS 6.0 
- Dongle free version 
- better error reporting for picture in picture sets 
 

Changes: 

- Upgrade to Ghost script 9.05 

http://www.designer.directsmile.de/DirectSmile_InstallerV5.exe
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Fixed: 

- Fixed: No error message for PicInPic Set if pic could not be downloaded 
- Fixed: Issues with Adobe InDesign CS 5.5 Swedish 
- Fixed: Missing Font because of denied embedding  
- Fixed issue #0002409: Runtime Error 405 & 440: Generator crashes while opening Online Set Plugin dialog 
- Fixed issue #0001678: Kiosk.exe - crash by creating print PDF 
- Fixed issue #0001679: transparent PNG doesn't work 
- Fixed issue #0001495: message ’Error in writing JLT, ChannelNo does not match..’ while print on depreciated Indigo 
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status: 07/16/2012 

Version: 4.2.0.709 

 

Features: 

- supports https for Online Set Plug-In 
- better error reporting for picture in picture sets 
 

Changes: 

- Upgrade to Ghost script 9.05 
 

Fixed: 

- supports Swedish version of Adobe InDesign CS5.5 
- transparent png over personalized set in document 
- crash by creating thumbnails 
 

status: 11/25/2011 

Version: 4.2.0.675 

 

Features: 

- supports Adobe InDesign CS5.5 
InDesign-documents from older versions can be converted to InDesign CS5.5 

- DSMI: Enables the user to add manually system fonts to the item package transmitted to DSMI, if the location of those 
fonts cannot be detected automatically by VDP Studio Designer. Refer to this article: 
http://odehne.wordpress.com/2011/08/16/new-font-installation-feature-in-dsmi/ 

- Compatible to latest DSMI version 
- Document scale to fit on print sheet in imposition 
- alignment and properties-form settings available in the frame properties window (New OSP) 
 

Changes: 

- PPML for HP Indigo: No masking for backslashes in resource paths 
- New OnlineSetPlugin (OSP) included 
- Upgrade to Ghost script 9.02. 
- Help menu: Add link to the DirectSmile Forum 
 

Fixed: 

- PPML for Creo: PPML & JLYT optimized output doesn't work if DSM pictures are stored in hierarchical sub directories 
- Image offset issue in picture in picture set 
- No error bubbling for missing pic in pic files 
 

  

http://odehne.wordpress.com/2011/08/16/new-font-installation-feature-in-dsmi/
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status: 05/30/2011 

Version: 4.1.0.586 

 

New Features: 

- New DirectSmile Barcode Plugin        #332 
 

Changes: 

- Upgrade NET Framework to Version 4       #999 
 

Bug fixes: 

- round error for scaled Sets        #1104 
- No progress while imposing DSMI jobs with quantity > 1     #1046 
- PPML output with external PDF file resources >= 1.4 doesn't work cause "Batch Mode stopped" error #1101 
- Print PPML - “Run-time error ‘438’ Object doesn’t support this property or method”  #1110 
- Crash on JLYT write - out of string memory – database too large    #633 
- Barcode - Wrong placement of Barcode if the number of barcode images is incorrect.  #318 
 

status: 03/16/2011 

Version: 4.1.0.538 

 

New Features: 

- transparency mode for Adobe InDesign frames with preserve frame properties (>=1.4 PDF) 
- transmit documents & sets via HTTP to DSMI 
- DSMBridge: multiple selection of variables in the DSMBridge and assign common properties 
- DSMBridge: possible move of the selected variables 
- InDesign: free color values, swatches no longer needed 
- added transparency support (BlendMode) 
- add SORTED Parameter to MsgCom 
- possible to load a remote image via HTTPS when generating a document 
 

Changes: 

- merge BarcodePlugin and OnlineSetPlugin in to DSM-main installer 
- update to GPL Ghostscript 8.71 
- hide imposition settings in print dialog for YTD jobs 
- save setting “All Pages for Preview” in print form 
- preview images are only generated for all records if "All" is set in page range 
- try to load non existing system fonts (Comic MS Italic, Bold-Italic, Arial-Black Italic) as first strategy, only if this fails 

make the artificial font style italic instead 
- added shop core fonts support 
- escaping characters = and ; in set layer assignments 
- save barcode tiffs CITT4 compressed (try to avoid photometric interpretation error) 
- optimized HTTP upload 
- set border size for DSMBarCodePlugin2D & DSMBarCodePlugin2DTIFF 
- merge changes from DSMBarCodePlugin1D: fixed memory leak and missing barcode images, add more detailed 

information to return value 
- create impositions with Adobe InDesign bleed settings as default 
- renamed DSMO license to DirectSmile IntegrationServer 
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- set color for postscript sheetmarks to black if no color was set 
 

Bug fixes: 

- "No DIB bug" when calling single frames out of a distributed frames set  
- printing YTD templates crashes the DSM Generator 
- HTTP downloads produces a temporary file in local temp folder 
 

 

- Imposition: wrong crop boxes on second page when using a rotated signature set 
- XField exception with non-existing database fields 
- problem with font names containing spaces 
- memory leaks while printing 
- crashes when deleting and re-add a record in the DSM-job     #270 
- in template based creation process bleed was reset to InDesign bleed settings 
- imposition shows progress in silent mode 
- wrong rotated clip positioning for 90 & 270 degrees (top /bottom bleed failure) 
- XField + Base64 HTML doesn’t work 
- incorrect SheetNr for duplex in PPML, JLYT and PDF 
- wrong sheet count with uneven duplex impositions 
- Adobe InDesign preview for images fails in Adobe InDesign version greater 3 
- record number could not be change if more than one tile is selected    #615 
- text flows with deleted parent frames crashes the generator 
- quality problem in setscaler 
- can’t read Adobe InDesign version from Mac documents  
- crop marks at backside with duplex 
- CrossMedia offline editor: template alias has been replaced with the local path of the template file 
 

status: 08/02/2010 

Version: 4.0.0.403 

 

Bug fixes: 

- InDesign frames could not be checked in correctly when placed outside of a page  #328 
- Shrink & Grow settings were incorrectly transferred to other frames     #327 
- CS5 StartPage taken into account 
- InDesign could not be opened when other edition then the installed one was selected 
- When InDesign output was selected in CS5, variable elements were missing in output 
- all variable elements were placed on first page of multi page CS5 document 
- database import checks if the max bytes per record (2000 bytes) are hit, and changes the field types to MEMO if 

necessary 
- Alignment for linebreaks could not be converted 
 

status: 06/11/2010 

Version: 4.0.0.399 

 

Bug fixes: 

- Problem with the Internet Explorer8 has been resolved 
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status: 06/11/2010 

Version: 4.0.0.390 

 

Changes: 

- Place crop marks on both sides of duplex print sheets 
- CS and CS3 Type libraries added to the installer 
- Change registration for DirectSmile Printer Libraries 
 

Bug fixes: 

- Fixed: Can open correct Adobe InDesign Version for Mac Adobe InDesign Documents 
- Fixed: Use of double square brackets in text variables not possible (e.g. Barcode fonts) 
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status: 05/12/2010 

Version: 4.0.0.383 

 

New Features: 

- Support for Adobe InDesign CS5 
- new Imposition Editor 
- support for PDF 1.3 to 1.7 
- DirectSmile Document:  support transparent PNG images with PDF 1.4 or higher 
- JLYT with Multi-substrate selection 
- Support for DirectSmile DSMI 4.0 
- DSMI Tags 
- Print via backend: use local installed DSMI to render sets via DSMI Backend 
 

Changes: 

- Set colour for postscript sheetmarks to black if no colour was set 
- Add columns to job database: ExtOrderNo, ExtOrderID, ExtOrderItemID, ExtShopID 
- No sort order for output format PPML and JLYT 
- Version 4.0 needs extra activation license 

delete ping xml file for backend detection  #0000133 

- Remove "Impose by RIP" from PPML settings in Print Dialog. Document is now imposed by RIP if print imposition 
is set to none.  

- new MSGCom Parameter: 
- IMPOSITIONNAME: sets imposition file used for imposition 
- WATERMARK: value=0,1,2 or gif filename, file must be in directory system/Watermarks 

- “PicInPic” Sets supports alpha channels with masked TIFF images 
- Scaling for transparent Sets (DSMO) 
- 1000 pixel border at styles changed to 3000 pixel 
 

Bug fixes: 

- Fixed: Printshop Mail got no response from DirectSmile during pre-flight 
- Fixed: Wrong element rotation in documents created with Adobe InDesign CS3 
- Fixed: No preview PDF in Document Configurator 
- Fixed: #0000212: Missing translation 
- Fixed: #0000206: DownloadCenter doesn't show new downloads 
- Fixed: #0000108: Can't save document in root drive directory 
- Fixed: #0000119: wrong scaling for rotated barcodes 
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status: 04/30/2009 

Version: 3.50.0.228 

 

Bug fixes: 

- Fixed: SW crashes while sending out offline emails      #667 
- Fixed: no image previews for Japanese text in email editor 
- Fixed: Missing text elements in PDF output (Japanese version) 
- Fixed: Text Layers aren't visible when set up for output via InDesign + preserve extended frame properties. 

Reason: layer containing the text frame in InDesign document was set to invisible by InDesign preview. 
 

Changes: 

- filter all characters from text personalization where ASCII value lower 32 (control characters) 
 

status: 03/27/2009 

Version: 3.50.0.214 

 

Bug fixes: 

- Fixed: SW can't move created PDF files from temporary directory to destination path, e.g. hotfolder 
- Fixed: SW crashes when loading job with unreachable UNC path set for output path 
- Fixed: Show correct number of rendered records in PDF progress dialog 
- Fixed: Delete all entries from job protocol doesn't work. 
- Fixed: FTP connection during document upload to DSMO failed. Add 2 Retries 
- Fixed: SW crashes while printing JLYT with selected records 
 

Changes: 

- Set-Scaler now supports decimal percent values (min. 10%). Use can define image width (min. 500 px) 
- Improved error logging with PDF output 
- Improved error handling for Plugin API (DSMO plug-in) 
- Document Upload to DSMO: Alias can be changed 
- User defined watermark for documents: Control via MsgCom XML (see MsgCom XML documentation) 
 

status: 03/05/2009 

Version: 3.50.0.196 

 

Bug fixes:  

- Fixed: Printing PDF files are much bigger than in the previous version (3.50.0.191) 
 

status: 02/04/2009 

Version: 3.50.0.191 

 

New Features: 
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- Support for Adobe InDesign CS4 
- Faster Image Transformations 
- Enhanced auto completion in VBScript editor 
- Faster PDF Creation  
- New Scripting Language: Java Script 
 

Bug fixes:  

- Fixed: Set created with DS version < 3.50 seemed to be corrupted    #560 
- Fixed: Slow PDF creation because of slow font loading 
- Fixed: SW crashes during loading an empty HTML file in Email editor    #638 
- Fixed: Missing text elements in PDF       #637 
- Fixed: Menu entries in help menu in set editor doesn't work     #634 
 

 

- Fixed: Apply button in sort database dialog resets repetition counter    #628 
- Fixed: Close Button in file menu doesn't work in Email editor     #448 
- Fixed: Assigned functions in Assignment Editor don’t work because of spaces after the name #632 
- Fixed: To less space for name of select box in assignment field dialog    #617 
- Fixed: Can't use UNC path with JLYT output. Backslashes were replaced with forward slashes which cause an 

error on the RIP          #564 
- Fixed: SW crashes while closing Document Configurator application 
- Fixed: SW crashed during re activation 
- Fixed (Critical): Workstations were registered in the DSMO Backend as potential Production Servers 
- Fixed: Collate Setting in Print Dialog is not applied when printing with PDF driver  #587 
- Fixed: Special characters don’t work while previewing documents in Adobe InDesign  #598 
- Fixed: Empty sheets were added in case of copy count > 1 with PPML and JLT optimized 
- Fixed: New added columns weren’t reloaded in DirectSmile Bridge 
- Fixed: Error in DSM Kerning with special characters "‐_:;.,?=)((/&%$§"    #602 
- Fixed: Crash while rotate Clips in size of 1 pixel 
- Fixed: Can't store PDFs with DSMO 
- Fixed: File test.jpg was created in C:\ during applying mask blur 
- Fixed: System beeps during set creation 
- Fixed: Job was interrupted because IPTC Tags couldn't be written to JPG file   #561 
- Fixed: Radio Buttons doesn’t work in Frame Properties dialog    #546 
- Fixed: SW Crashes when MsgCommand XML file with missing quotes was analysed 
- Fixed: Text getting garbling in "Print job" window (Japanese)     #578 
- Fixed: Old DSM‐job information lost when we open on Ver3.5    #518 
- Fixed: Japanese characters are garbling in Database View in Document Configurator application #563 
- Fixed: Japanese characters are garbling in Document Configurator    #562 
- Fixed: 2 Byte Spaces appear in System font but doesn't appear in Picture Fonts (Japanese) #514 
- Fixed: Joblets doesn’t work with Japanese Windows      #498 
- Fixed: Hot folder scheduler was only taken today as start and end date 
- Fixed: Records were mixed with text flow       #527 
- Fixed: Problems while Transferring documents to DSMO 
- Fixed: Problems with CREO PPML and enabled Suppress‐Image Cropping in case of the same set is placed 2 

times in different rotation angles        #547 
- Fixed: Wrong rotation in JLYT output       #612 
- Fixed: Saved PDF file is overwritten and deleted if the same job is printed as PDF afterwards #595 
- Fixed: Special characters are not correctly encoded in DataInterface XML   #550 
- Fixed: SW doesn't create Rich PDF with Adobe InDesign CS3 (Japanese)   #501 
 

Changes:  

- Select file output as default if no output type is selected in print dialog.  
- Renamed “Micro site" to "Cross Media Template" 
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- The Meshwarp is used by default for new text frame in Set Editor 
- Switch from ThinSplineTransformation to ThinSplineLowMem transformation 
- Preview Transforming uses Nearest Neighbour Aliasing 
- Use Thinspline Transformation (TST) in case of using endpoints 
- Add texts for and link to Japanese shop in Smily order dialog 
- PDF creation with temp files in user profile temp folder 
- DSMTemp folder will be on "C" or "D" depending on installation path 
- Use of user profile temp directory to store temporary files instead of document folder 
- Changed temp file location for JLYT files to user temp directory 
- Transmit DirectSmile System ID to DSMO 
- Timeout for Partner Request in Backend Jobs 
- In case of using optimized DSMSets (Cropped) a JPG quality of 100% is used 
- Cropping will be used only when not in preview mode 
- Webservice method StartSinglePic can now handle cropped images 
 

 

- Added Message Box when test mail has errors 
- Offline Email tool adds error descriptions to Job protocol 
- Save DataInterface.xml file as UTF8 
- Save *.DSMI file with UTF8 encoding (Data Interface) 
- Safe *.DSMT files with ASCII encoding 
- Hide Database table in Document Configurator during initialization 
- Scripting Object is local for every record now 
- Add support for localized Adobe InDesign versions in text plug‐in 
- Add more error information for Rich Text output 
- Correct Picture Path in job file if not existing (when loading foreign jobs) 
- JOBDONE state cleans the HF _Progress folder and moves the DMDB file to _Success folder correctly 
- Exclude '.*' files from export 
- Fixed date and AM/PM problems with hot folder scheduler 
- Change expiration date to February 4th 2010 
 

status: 09/26/2008 

Version: 3.50.0.129 

 

New Features: 

- Ready for DirectSmile Online and Cross Media. 
- Full support for Asian languages (Unicode Support). 
- Supports Multi-Line Image Personalization without scripting (WordWrap). 
- Supports OpenXML Excel files (requires Office 2007 installed). 
- Supports Office 2007 Excel spread sheets. 
- Enabled Antialiasing for webpreview of documents. 
- Enhanced Clip Font output. Smoother rotation. 
- Partner Interface preflight checks availability of characters in Picfont. 
- Preflight checks for missing PicFonts. 
- Remote Print via Connectivity Server supports now output to file and output to hot folder. 
- Use of EXTERNAL_DATA_ARRAY for HP PPML. 
- Smiley orders will be handling via the DS Shop. 

 

Bug fixes/Changes: 

- fixed: HTML template transmission doesn't work 
- Fixed: Text field in print dialog to small to show complete text for "Use global PPML Cache" 
- Fixed: Can't load set from older version 
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- Fixed: Wrong rotated imposition tile. 
- Fixed: Correct display of Japanese text in Download Center 
- Fixed: Print dialog crashes if only PDF License is available 
- Fixed: Send JLYT to new HP Indigo DFE failed 
- Fixed: Buffer overflow during JLT transmission 
- Fixed: External EPS isn't scaled in PPML       #442 
- Fixed: First access of an excel table failed with a "Selected collating sequence not supported by the operating 

system" error message 
- Fixed: Recent jobs menu is not in correct order of recently used jobs 
- Fixed: Recent jobs menu not completely visible      #459 
- Fixed: Device becomes disabled in print dialog when switching between JLT and JLT optimized #450 
- Fixed: Error in dynamic font assignment       #451 
- Fixed: Alternative picture path is enabled in email module 
- Fixed: Now imposition preview shows Japanese characters 
- Fixed: SW crashes if print button is pressed in configuration while job is closing 
- Fixed: Error with HTTP download for image 
- Fixed: Spot color tint value was taken from Cyan (PDF, PPML) 
- Fixed: JPG output with PDF driver only works for first database record 
 

 

- Fixed: Thumbnail generation for subdocument doesn't work. 
- Fixed: Add or delete assignment crashes job field editor.     #473 
- Fixed: Set italic style for system fonts doesn't work in editor.     #468 
- Fixed: Request from DirectSmile plug-in for PrintShop Mail crashes DirectSmile. 
- Fixed: Thumbnail creation for document crashes.      #474 
- Fixed: Log entry for 0 count of records in MsgComXML 
- Fixed: MsgCom Parser crashes because of missing elements. 
- Fixed: Crash during check-in of element frames which are placed outside the workspace. 
- Fixed: Wrong text in personalized image. 
- Fixed: Problems using CREO Darwin and DirectSmile Generator on the same computer. 
- Fixed: High memory consumption with system Fonts. 
- Fixed: Main window partly visible in task bar.      #531 
- Fixed: Joblets doesn't work.        #498 
- Fixed: Wrap entire words only doesn't work.      #508 
- Fixed: Exclude parallels UNIX files (.) from archiving for DSMO transfer.   #512 
- Fixed: Reusable objects with more than one occurrence can cause a crash during output of PPML. 
- Fixed: Error: Partner Interface is busy.       #489 
- Fixed: Barcode images are wrong scaled with PPML output.     #475 
- Fixed: Typo in DSM message to PSM when characters are missing.    #496 
- Fixed: Changed order of VIEW and OBJECT element in MARK element (compliant to PPML schema). 
- Fixed: Local ID based encoding for database in JLYT stream (will fix problems with Hebrew databases). 
 

status: 03/20/2008 

Version: 3.23.0.69 

 

New Features: 
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- The DownloadCenter starts now if the ping test failed 
- Open Type fonts are now available in PDF format embedded in Unicode - so that the characters are not lost 
 

status: 02/22/2008 

Version: 3.23.0.64 

 

New Features: 

- Expiration Date expires on 1. march 2008 for all versions - newly set to march 2009 
- Support for new barcode plug-in 1.0.4 (1D TIFF, 2D TIFF) 
- PrintShop Mail interface is always activated 
- "Wrap entire words only" function splits personalization text to different frames 
 

Bug fixes: 

- PrintShop Mail & DirectSmile do not collaborate, if the DS Designer has been updated to another DS version 
- Scaling for 4Color images 
- Crash, when ESC key was pressed 
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status: 12/18/2007 

Version: 3.23.0.45 

 

New Features: 

- PPML for XEIKON presses 
- Text flow between text frames 
- Language support for Portuguese 
- Support for up to 4-digit long subfolder names in the output path for picture 
 

Bug fixes: 

- Faster analysis for documents 
- Faster PDF creation 
- Circulation instructions for PDF output are now be used 
- Faster PPML creation 
- PPML 

1. UTF-8 Encoding added 
2. Change Scope “Job” to Scope “PPML” if Scope not global 
3. PPML for CREO: A message box will occur if a path to an external resource has more than 128 

characters. 
4. Reusability problems on RIPs on conjunction with PDF Arrays and selected records are fixed. 

- Crop marks no longer reset to 1pt when imposition dialog is opened a second time. 
- Export for sets with more than one Clip font works correctly 
- Hotfolder manager revised and all output formats added 
- Print dialog works for Russian MS Windows XP 
- Update to GPL Ghostscript 8.60 
- Shorter filenames for external resource files 
- More reliable interface for PrintShop Mail 
 

status: 08/09/2007 

Version: 3.21.0.86 

 

Changes/Bug fixes: 

- InDesign CS3© Support: Registration problem repaired 
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status: 08/03/2007 

Version: 3.21.0.82 

 

New Features: 

1. InDesign CS3© Support 

2. Faster PPML output creation 

Use of Multipage PDFs and EXTERNAL_DATA_ARRAY elements to reduce resource creation time and 
number of resource files 

3. PPML EFI Fiery: 

Support transmission of PPML with external resource files stored on a remote server. 

4. Creating PURLs offline possible 

5. Support of DirectSmile Online Server 

6. Automatic transmission from documents, sets and HTML to DirectSmile Online Server 

 

Changes/Bug fixes: 

1. Now the InDesign Document is correctly opened and closed during creation of the DirectSmile Document. 

2. More progress feedback during creation of PPML- and JLT output. 

3. PPML 

a. PPML files are UTF-8 encoded. 

4. HP Indigo JLYT: 

a. Correct positioning and clipping for elements placed in the bleed. 

b. Correct clipping for PDF resources. 

5. DSM-Elements: 

a. Correct positioning for DSM-Elements with bleed 

6. Common: 

a. Copyright Changes. 

7. Email Module: 

a. Encoding Error for Japanese and Chinese characters are fixed. 

 

status: 07/09/2007 

Version: 3.20.0.55 
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Changes/Bug fixes: 

- JLYT optimized output: Wrong position for DirectSmile Sets fixed. 

 

status: 06/20/2007 

Version: 3.20.0.53 

 

News: 

- Please take a look at the http://www.directsmile.de/index.php?id=news to learn more about the features of new 
DirectSmile 3.20 

 

Changes/Bug fixes: 

- Vista compatible 

 

status: 06/18/2007 

Version: 3.10.0.168 

 

Changes/Bug fixes: 

- crashes during hashing are fixed 

 

  

http://www.directsmile.de/index.php?id=news
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status: 05/07/2007 

Version: 3.10.0.167 

 

Changes/Bug fixes: 

- positioning with JLT opt and PPML corrects 

- PPML output accelerated 

 

status: 01/30/2007 

Version: 3.10.0.162 

 

Changes/Bugfixes: 

- memory leaks during JLT optimized printing 

- software crashes during variable text building (hashing) 

 

Version: 3.10.0.160 

 

Changes/Bugfixes: 

- fixed crashes during JLT printing 

 

status: 01/23/2007 

Version: 3.10.0.158 

 

Changes/Bugfixes: 

- duplex documents with odd number of pages don’t crash anymore 

- print output of Japanese character improved 

 

status: 12/08/2006 

Version: 3.10.0.150 

 

Changes/Bugfixes: 

- improved PPML output 

- JLT optimized: wrong tumbling fixed 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/accelerated.html
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